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INTRODUCTION 
Insertion of a prosthesis in a femur can alter the stress 
distribution [1], which may lead to increased risks of fracture. 
Stress distributions may also be amplified for combined total 
knee replacement (TKR) and total hip replacement (THR) in 
the same femur, an effect which has not been studied yet. 
Moreover, the effect of the length of the revision stem in a 
TKR has also not been studied in such a configuration. It is 
unclear how different stem lengths can alter the femoral bone 
strains and fracture risks. 
 
The goal of this project is to study the stress patterns in a 
replaced femur in which a THR and a TKR are simultaneously 
present, and evaluate the effects of stem length on the 
predicted strain distributions. This will allow prediction of the 
safest bony distance between the THR and TKR stems, which 
would minimize bone stresses and reduced fracture risks. 
 
METHODS 
A parametric finite element model of a femoral bone in which 
a THR and a TKR are implanted was developed in this study. 
The Standard Femur [2] was used to define the bone 
geometry. CAD geometries of a cementless Polar total hip 
replacement (Smith&Nephew, Memphis, USA) and cemented 
Legion Revision total knee replacement (Smith&Nephew, 
Memphis, USA) were virtually implanted (Figure 1). 
Prostheses were incorporated in the intact model based on the 
manufacturer’s surgical technique. 
 
Six lengths of the TKR stem were considered in this study, 
with diameters selected to insure contact with the inner wall of 
the medullary canal (Table 1). 
 
A 3-mm cement layer cement layer, modeled with linear 
elastic and isotropic properties (E=2130MPa, ν=0.3) was 
included between the TKR femoral component and the bone, 
as suggested by literature [3]. Cortical bone was modeled with 
transversal isotropic properties (E1=E2=11500MPa, 
E3=17000MPa, G12=3600MPa, G13=G23=3300MPa, ν12=0.51, 
ν13= ν23=0.31) [4], while homogeneous linear isotropic models 
were assumed for the trabecular bone (E=2620MPa, ν=0.3) 
[4]. The titanium stem and oxidized zirconium femoral 
component of the TKR were modeled with elastic properties 
(E=110000MPa and 97905MPa, respectively, with ν=0.3). 
CoCr of the THR (E=210000MPa, ν=0.3). Friction 

coefficients between CoCr/bone, cement/oxidized zirconium 
and titanium/bone were assumed respectively 0.2, 0.3 and 0.6 
[5]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: FEA model of standard femur implanted with total 
hip (a) and total knee replacement prostheses (b), shown here 
for a stem length of 210mm. All models were tested in 4-point 
bending (c), with fixed boundary conditions at the proximal 
and distal edges 24.3cm apart and two 270N loading areas 
8.1cm apart. 
 
 
For each model, a four-point bending test was simulated [6] 
using a commercial finite element software (Abaqus 6.10, 
Dassault Systemes Simulia, Providence, RI, USA). For this, 
surface nodes at the distal part of the femur were fully 
constrained, the bottom layer of nodes of the proximal end 
constrained vertically, while downwards central loads of 270N 
8.1cm apart were distributed on contact areas predicted by a 
preliminary contact simulation. For each simulation, stress and 
strain distributions at the interprosthestic region were 
computed and the maximum strain in the loading (transverse) 
direction compared. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The predicted transverse strain distributions for the 
physiological model and for one stem length are shown in 

(a) (b) 

(c) 



Figure 2. In all cases, higher strains were observed in the 
regions below the stem tips.  
 
Changing the stem length of the TKR resulted in variations in 
the maximum observed tranverse strain (Figure 3). The results 
show that the stem length of 190mm presented the lowest 
strain. For the shorter values of the stem (150 and 170 mm) as 
consequence of a high flexibility of the periprosthetic region 
of the bone, the values of the strain increase significantly. 
Higher strains were predicted for the longer stems (210, 230, 
250 mm) due to the local contact between the TKR stem and 
the internal cortical shaft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Predicted strain distribution for a 4-point bending 
case in the physiological femur (a) and one TKR-THR 
implanted model (b), shown here with 210mm stem length. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The effect of TKR stem length on the maximum 
transverse strain predicted in the interprostghetic region for a 
4-point bending condition.  

 
The studied 190-mm stem length corresponds also to the stem 
configuration selected by the surgeon as optimal length for the 
considered bone geometry, allowing for adequate contact and 
alignment of the prosthetic components. Our results show that 
this configuration minimized transverse strains in the 
interprosthetic region for the considered loading configuration. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study is the first to specifically predict the effect of stem 
length changes on the structural behavior of a femur implanted 
with combined TKR and THR prostheses. The current results 
show that stem length affects the interprosthetic strains, which 
were maximal below the stem tips, and that it may be possible 
to minimize strain concentrations by selection of an adequate 
length. 
 
In addition to the inclusion of elastoplastic material damage 
laws for bone, future work will focus on the study the effect of 
stem lengths during more physiologically-relevant boundary 
conditions simulating gait, squatting and falling. We believe 
that these analyses will help in determining the safest distance 
between TKR and THR prostheses, leading to reduced risks of 
failure. 
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 Table 1: Simulated TKR stem length dimensions. 
 

Model A B C D E F 
Length (mm) 150 170 190 210 230 250 

Diameter (mm) 22 22 20 18 16 15 

Conventional 
stem 

yes no yes no no yes 

 


